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New and Changed Information
The following sections provide the descriptions of various features that have been added/modified in this release:

Mobile

Install PCC Rules with Default Bearer QoS
The Mirror Default Bearer QCI/ARP parameter has been added to the PreConfiguredRule and TableDrivenChargingRule 
service configuration objects. When this parameter is set to true, CPS mirrors the QCI and ARP from the command level 
to the rule level, and enforces the rule level MBR values from the Policy Builder configuration for the rule level.

Sh Multiple/Dynamic Entitlements
CPS can now receive and parse multiple values via Sh that use the same location in the data structure. These values are 
then resolved in conjunction with CRD tables to determine the service and appropriate AVPs to add to the session. This 
capability allows duplicate data structures to be processed and resolved rather than requiring unique data structures for 
all values, as was the case for CPS versions prior to 11.0. 

Note: Enabling this feature may cause some CPS system performance degradation.
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For more information, see the section “Sh Interface Configuration” in the Interface Configuration chapter in the CPS 
Mobile Configuration Guide.

AF ID Pattern Matching
In the Rx Profile configuration under Diameter Defaults, the Af Application Id parameter in the Application QoS Policy 
table and in the Charging Parameters table has been renamed to AF Application Identifier Pattern. You can now specify 
a regular expression for this parameter as needed.

For more information, see “Dynamic Rule Charging Parameter” in the Rx Profile section of the Diameter Configuration 
chapter in the CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Automatically Increment the Precedence Value for Every Rule Installed Within the Same 
Session

In the Rx client configuration, the Calculate Precedence Avp Value parameter has been renamed to Auto Increment 
Precedence Avp. When selected, CPS automatically increments the precedence AVP value by 1 for every Rx charging 
rule that is installed as part of any Rx session that is using this Rx client within the same Gx session. For example, Gx 
session (Gx1) has one Rx session (Rx1). When Rx1 is created, two charging rules are installed and they are assigned 
precedence values 1 and 2. A second Rx session (Rx2) starts for Gx1 and also installs two Rx charging rules. These rules 
are assigned precedence values 3 and 4.

For more information, see the section “Rx Clients” in the Diameter Configuration chapter in the CPS Mobile Configuration 
Guide.

Expose Rules Installed to Policy CRD
The following two new boolean attributes have been added to the TableDrivenChargingRule and PreConfigured Rule 
service configuration objects: 

 Use In Rule Status Condition – This attribute lets you specify whether or not the PCC rule reported status AVP will 
be created. The default setting is true.

 Use In Rule Install Condition – This attribute lets you specify whether or not the PCC rule installed status AVP will be 
created. The default setting is false.

For more information, see the section “Expose Rules Installed to Policy CRD” in the Services chapter in the CPS Mobile 
Configuration Guide.

Sy Conformance
The Is Experimental parameter has been added Result Code Based Action Configuration table, which is part of the 
Diameter configuration. If the parameter’s check-box is selected, the value configured in the Result Code column is an 
Experimental-Result-Code value. This is necessary because there are few values that are the same for both 
experimental-result-code and result-code. 

For more information, see the section “Result Code Based Action Configuration” in the Diameter Configuration chapter 
in the CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Timezone AVP in Rx AAA
CPS can now send time zone and location information in an Rx AAA response message provided that 
3GPP-MS-TimeZone AVP and 3GPP-User-Location-Info AVP are already received in the CCR message.

To receive the updated time zone and location information in the Rx AAA message, CPS should arm the 
UE_TIME_ZONE_CHANGE event trigger and USER_LOCATION_CHANGE event trigger in the service option under 
Event-Trigger configuration.
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For more information, see chapter Diameter Configuration in CPS Mobile configuration Guide and chapter 
Troubleshooting CPS in CPS Troubleshooting Guide.

Sy Interface MSISDN User Identity
In previous releases, CPS obtained the MSISDN information from the Gx CCR-I message for charging related purposes 
over the Sy interface. CPS can now also include the MSISDN information received over the Sh interface from the 
HSS/external SPR. In the event that the Sh interface is down, CPS can be configured to include the MSISDN information 
from the Gx CCR-I message in the Sy SLR message to apply the charging policies to the subscriber.

With both Sh MSISDN information and the Gx MSISDN information configured, CPS can be configured to add both 
MSISDN information in the order in which they are configured in the Service Option in the SLR provided they are distinct 
values.

Default Values for Blank or Missing Subscriber Profile AVPs
CPS now supports adding Missing Avp Value default value when a subscriber attribute received from the external profile 
is missing. Similarly, when a a subscriber attribute received from external profile has empty or blank value, CPS supports 
adding Empty Avp Value default value.

A new parameter -DexternalProfile.counters.skipDomain is added to the qns.conf file. This parameter allows CPS to 
exclude the domain name from the statistics counter's name.

For more information, see chapter Domains in CPS Mobile configuration Guide and chapter qns.conf in CPS Advanced 
Tuning Guide.

Advanced Rx Policies
CPS now supports the following AVPs added to the output column in the RxSTGConfiguration service option 
configuration:

 Flow-Description

 Flow-Status

Flow-Information parameters, that is Flow-Description and Flow-Status, are supported with two actions; Mirror and 
Enforce. Bound Action is not applicable.

The parameter -Drx.stg.action.skip.fd.validation added to the qns.conf file disables validation of flow-description 
values configured in CRD for Enforce Action.

For more information, see chapter Rx Services in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide, chapter qns.conf in CPS Advanced 
Tuning Guide, and chapter Frequently Encountered Scenarios in CPS Troubleshooting Guide.

Sy AVP Result Code Policy Retriever
CPS now allows extraction of the Result-Code AVP over the Sy interface using the Sy Result Code retriever. This 
Result-Code AVP value can be then used by CPS for various policy decisions like: 

 For Gx

— Switch the UE from ONLINE to OFFLINE or Vice-Versa.

— Change the Charging-Rule-Base-Name of the UE.

— Change (add/delete) the Charging-Rule-Name (predefined) of the UE.

— Change (add/modify/delete) the Charging-Rule-Name (Dynamic) of the UE.
3
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 For Sy

— Remove a Dynamic-Rule tied to a Policy Counter in the event the result-code is non - 2001.

Currently the policy requirement is based on the SLA result code. However, CPS has made the requirements flexible by 
adding the following two retrievers:

 Diameter Response Command-Code retriever exposes the command code of response. Currently, CPS supports 
only the SLA result based policies.

 Sy Request Type retriever distinguishes the policy defined between SLA(Initial) and SLA(Intermediate).

Prioritization / De-Confliction of Services
In previous releases, CPS installed all the flows received over the Sd interface under one TDF-Application-Identifier, in 
a single rule at PCEF. As a result, there could be flows on the dedicated bearer that were idle and not being used, and 
whose position could be used by a flow description, but is actually used on the default bearer.

CPS can now create one dynamic charging rule over Gx per flow information received in the Application-Detection-Info 
AVP over the Sd interface. CPS creates a unique TDF-Application-Identifier over Gx for each of these rules. Each 
generated rule has a unique TDF-Application-Identifier and only one Flow-Information AVP. So, now only those flows 
that are actually used move on dedicated bearer and not all flows.

CPS now also allows you to set the maximum number of flows that can be configured on the default and dedicated bearer 
(per QCI).

For more information, see chapter Diameter Configuration in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide and chapter qns.conf in 
CPS Advanced Tuning Guide.

Diameter Routing Message Priority (DRMP) Treatment
CPS now uses the RxDRMPSTGConfiguration service configuration object to set the priority of the Gx-RAR diameter 
message using the DRMP AVP in the circumstance of high priority traffic from the Rx interface. The DRMP AVP value is 
derived based on the Reservation-Priority AVP and MPS-Identifier AVP, both of which must present in the AAR message.

For more information, see chapter Service Configuration Objects in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Support for Charging Event Triggers
To effectively manage the network, CPS supports the following Charging Event Triggers:

 CREDIT_MANAGEMENT_SESSION_FAILURE

 OUT_OF_CREDIT

 REALLOCATION_OF_CREDIT

Refer to Configurable Action Based on Charging-Rule-Report AVP, page 4 for more details.

Configurable Action Based on Charging-Rule-Report AVP
CPS now supports the ability to make policy decisions based on the following event triggers received over the Gx 
interface:

 OUT_OF_CREDIT

 REALLOCATION_OF_CREDIT

 CREDIT_MANAGEMENT_SESSION_FAILURE
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The policy decisions based on the above event triggers could be the following:

 For Gx interface:

— Switch the UE from ONLINE to OFFLINE or vice versa

— Change the Charging-Rule-Base-Name of the UE

— Change (add/delete) the Charging-Rule-Name (predefined) of the UE

— Change (add/modify/delete) the Charging-Rule-Name (Dynamic) of the UE

 For Rx interface:

— Initiate a tear down/removal of the IMS rule over Rx

 For Sy interface:

— Ability to terminate or re-initiate Sy session

 For Sd interface:

— Ability to terminate Sd session

Platform

Grafana and Graphite Updates 
This release includes updated versions of Grafana (3.0.4) and Graphite (0.9.15-1). These versions provide improved 
stability over the versions used in previous CPS releases.

These components are automatically upgraded during an in-service software upgrade to CPS 11.0.0.

For more information about the changes in Grafana 3.0.4, see: http://docs.grafana.org/guides/whats-new-in-v3/

Grafana 3.0.4 introduces new internal configuration parameters in the pcrfclient file /etc/grafana/grafana.ini. With this 
upgrade a new grafana.ini file is deployed and replaces the old.

The parameters in this file are only modified by Cisco directive. In the event it was changed, the changes must be 
manually carried forward after upgrade.

QCOW2 Images for OpenStack
CPS now supports the QCOW2 image format for OpenStack installations. The QCOW2 base image is available to 
download as a separate file, and is not packaged inside the ISO.

Refer to the CPS Installation Guide for OpenStack for more information.

Suppress VMware Hypervisor Password
Old Behavior: In previous releases, the user used to configure hypervisor user-name (hv_user_0) and password 
(hv_password_0) in /var/qps/config/deploy/csv/Configuration.csv file. During the installation process of 
CPS on VMware, the build/deploy scripts used to display the hypervisor password on the screen. This increases the 
security risks.

These parameters were implicitly used by VM deployment scripts while deploying VMs.

Scripts:
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/var/qps/install/current/scripts/deployer/support/deploy_all.py
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/deployer/deploy.sh

New Behavior: In CPS 11.0.0 and later releases, these two parameters (hv_user_0 and hv_password_0) are optional 
in /var/qps/config/deploy/csv/Configuration.csv file and the user will be prompted for the parameters at 
runtime while executing the above scripts if not configured in Configuration.csv file. Now during installation on VMware, 
hypervisor password is not displayed on terminal by any scripts. Also, hypervisor password is not logged into any of the 
log files.

 /var/qps/install/current/scripts/deployer/support/deploy_all.py

— This script checks whether the parameters hv_user_0 and hv_password_0 are configured in 
Configuration.csv file.

— If these parameters are configured, then the script pulls the value from Configuration.csv file or else it 
prompts for username/password.

— Then it calls /var/qps/install/current/scripts/deployer/deploy.sh for all VMs one by one with 
username/password as arguments.

 /var/qps/install/current/scripts/deployer/deploy.sh

— This script can be called from deploy_app.py or user can also call this script separately.

— If called from deploy_all.py, it deploys VM using “ovftool” with username/password passed as arguments.

— If called by user, this script checks whether the parameters hv_user_0 and hv_password_0 are configured in 
Configuration.csv file. If these parameters are configured, then the script pulls the value from 
Configuration.csv or else it prompts for username/password.

Note: This new behavior will be supported for new installations as well as for upgrades.

For more information, refer to CPS Installation Guide for VMware.

AZUL JDK Addition - ZING VM
From CPS 11.0.0 and onwards, existing Oracle JVM has been replaced with Azul (Zulu) JVM. Zulu provides ultra-low 
latency, high performance and consistent response times. This release includes Zulu version 8.13.0.5.

java -version

openjdk version "1.8.0_72"

OpenJDK Runtime Environment (Zulu 8.13.0.5-linux64) (build 1.8.0_72-b15)

OpenJDK 64-Bit Server VM (Zulu 8.13.0.5-linux64) (build 25.72-b15, mixed mode)

Note: For upgrades, Oracle JVM will be replaced with the new Azul (Zulu) JVM on all CPS VMs. For fresh installs, the 
new JVM will be installed with Zulu.

Redis IPC
In this release, CPS supports both ZMQ and Redis for IPC, however ZMQ is enabled by default. 

By default, Redis is disabled for IPC. -DenableQueueSystem which is used to enable Redis will be set to false in 
/etc/broadhop/qns.conf file.

VMware: In Configuration.csv file, a new parameter redis_server_count has been added which controls the number 
of Redis instances running on Policy Director (lb) VMs. 

OpenStack: In OpenStack, a new parameter redisServerCount can be added as a part of “config” section in YAML 
file. Example: 
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Redis server count:

# Default 3
# Value Range : 0-64
redisServerCount: "3"

Redis is enabled with the number of instances as defined in Redis server count. If no value is specified, 3 Redis instances 
are used.

For more information, refer to the CPS Installation Guide for VMware and CPS Installation Guide for OpenStack.

Network Function Virtualization (NFV): OpenStack Liberty VIM support
CPS uses liberty or kilo version of OpenStack in 11.0.0 release. For more information refer to 
http://docs.openstack.org/liberty/ or http://docs.openstack.org/kilo/.

In CPS 11.0.0, kilo and liberty version of OpenStack can be used. Difference between older version (kilo) and current 
version liberty:

 There is a difference in the glance command. The option -is-public which was used in Kilo has been deprecated. 
It has been replaced with --visibility in Liberty.

 In earlier versions (Kilo), the glance command used was glance image-show <image>. In liberty it has been 
updated to glance image-show <image ID>.

 The keystone CLI which was being used in Kilo has been deprecated. The use of the older CLI may show warnings 
but it would work for this version. Instead of this keystone CLI, use openstack user list to get the ID 
corresponding to admin. 

For more information on CLI commands, refer to http://docs.openstack.org/cli-reference/.

For more information, refer to the CPS Installation Guide for OpenStack.

Security Enhancement to Never Log Passphrases
Current Behavior: In previous releases, plain text passwords were getting printed in log files which was readable by any 
user.

New Behavior: In CPS 11.0.0 and later releases, plain text passwords will not be printed in log files. This has been done 
as a security improvement.

Consistent Network Device Naming with SR-IOV
In CPS deployments on OpenStack using single root I/O virtualization (SR-IOV) where more than one network interface 
driver is used, new functionality is provided in this release to ensure consistent network interface naming.

Refer to the Consistent Network Device Naming section in the CPS Installation Guide for OpenStack for more details.

Backup and Recovery Enhancements for Cluster Configuration/Data
A new script config_br.py is introduced for backup and restore of CPS configuration that replaces the scripts 
env_export.sh and env_import.sh. For Cluster Manager VM, backup and restore is performed with snapshot approach 
in both OpenStack and VMware.

The new script config_br.py has the following features:

 Simplified arguments for backup and restore of the configuration.
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 Supports backup and restore of the following CPS configurations:

— /etc/broadhop folder from OAM01 VM

— Mongo databases

— SVN repositories 

— Statistics data

— Grafana dashboard

— Users information 

— HAproxy configuration file

— /etc/hosts and network routes on PD VM

— HTTP Authentication file

 Supports appending the previous backup tar ball with new backup tar ball so you can create a single backup tar ball 
with multiple backup commands 

 Verifies whether there is enough space available in destination folder for the requested backup before the backup 
is started

For more information, see the CPS Backup and Restore Guide.

Platform Orchestration API

Policy Server and Session Manager Scale-down APIs
This release introduces enhancements to an existing API to decrease the session capacity of the CPS cluster by removing 
Policy Server (qns) and Session Manager (sessionmgr) VMs. 

To remove QNS and/or SessionMgr hosts from an existing deployment, issue a PATCH to the following URL:

http://<Cluster Manager IP>:8458/api/system/config/hosts

This API requires a YAML configuration file which defines the hosts to be removed.

This release also introduces updates to an existing API to remove replica-sets on SessionMgr VMs. This API applies only 
for SESSION databases.

To remove replica-sets on SessionMgr VMs which will be removed via the above API, issue a PATCH to the following URL:

http://<Cluster Manager IP>:8458/api/system/config/replica-sets

This API requires a YAML configuration file which defines the replica-sets to be removed.

The status of both API calls is reported in http://<Cluster Manager IP>:8458/api/system/config/status

Status logs are also written to: /var/log/startupStatus.log on the Cluster Manager VM.

API logs are written to: /var/log/orchestration-api-server.log on the Cluster Manager VM.

For more information about these APIs, refer to the Orchestration API chapter of the CPS Installation Guide for 
OpenStack.
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API-Based GR Installation

US11554 - API to take care of Primary and Secondary members tags in mongo config
A new API has been added to configure primary and secondary members of mongo replica-sets so that the user can 
configure geo-redundant sites appropriately.

This API has been added to make sure that when mongo configuration is defined with primary and secondary members 
tags, those tags are appropriately reflected in the mongoConfig.cfg file on the system.

/api/system/mongo/config GET request returns:

members or primaryMembers and secondaryMembers fields

/api/system/mongo/config SET request take:

  members:
  - "sessionmgr01:27717"
  - "sessionmgr02:27717":

or

primaryMembers:
  - "sessionmgr01-s1:27721"
  - "sessionmgr02-s1:27721"
  secondaryMembers:
  - "sessionmgr01-s2:27721"
  - "sessionmgr02-s2:27721"

API for creating session shards along with back up DB during installation
New parameters hotStandBy, shardCount and seeds have been added to create shards under 
/api/system/config/replica-sets.

 hotStandBy: This parameter is used to defined whether the created shard is to be used for primary or backup 
database. If set to true, then created shard will be used for backup database. If the parameter is not configured, then 
the created shard will be used for non backup database. By default, this parameter is not configured.

 shardCount: This parameter is used to defined the number of shards to be created.

 seeds: This parameter is used to defined sharding for multiple sessionmgr VMs. Enter the sessionmgr VM name with 
port separated by a colon (:) with each pair separated by a colon (:).

Example: sessionmgr01:sessionmgr02:27717,sessionmgr03:sessionmgr04:27717

API to handle geo-site tagging in replica-sets
New parameters primaryMembersTag and secondaryMembersTag have been added in replica-set configuration to 
support geo-site tagging. 

 primaryMembersTag: This parameter is used to define the site read preference for primary replica-set members for 
geo tagging. This is an optional parameter.

 secondaryMembersTag: This parameter is used to define the site read preference for secondary replica-set 
members for geo tagging. This is an optional parameter.

If the user has configured primaryMembersTag: and secondaryMembersTag: parameters, then only these parameters 
will be visible in case of API GET is called to fetch configuration details. There will be single tag specified for 
SPR/balance/session geo tagging. The value will be matched with any one of the parameters mentioned in qns.conf for 
geo site tagging.
9
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Build communication channel between cluster APIs
A new API /api/system/config/replica-sets/action/sync-mongo has been added to copy the 
/etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg file from one site to another. API can be called on local cluman which in turn calls 
the remote cluman and update its data. The parameter needs to be added in remoteClumanIp. This is required before 
syncing operation can be started.

The new parameter can be used for GeoHA to synchronize mongo configuration across sites.

US11560/US11561/US11562
Various configuration files like, qns.conf, mon_db* related configuration files, gr_cluster.conf files have been modified to 
support GR installation using API. New configuration section called “applicationConfig” has been defined which holds all 
these configurations.

Note: User can configure these sections during fresh install or later once system is deployed using PATCH.

 policyServerConfig denotes configuration for qns.conf file and supported parameters in it.

 dbMonitorForQns denotes configuration for /etc/broadhop/mon_db_for_callmodel.conf file and supported 
parameters in it.

 dbMonitorForLb denotes configuration for /etc/broadhop/mon_db_for_lb_failover.conf file and supported 
parameters in it.

 clusterInfo under grConfig denotes configuration for gr_cluster.conf file and supported parameters in it.

API For OSGi Ring Configuration For Active-Active GR
CPS now supports API to configure Secondary Key Ring. You can create ring during HA/GR installation or after the 
installation is completed. The APIs call the session_cache_ops.sh which in turn calls the OSGi commands specific for 
ring creation.

API To Configuring Active-Active OSGI
CPS now supports an API to configure OSGi commands for distributing traffic across different databases depending 
upon site-name or host-name. 

The following parameters have been added under policyServerConfig in YAML file:

 isGeoHAEnabled as true installs and enables the Geo HA feature.

 geoHaSessionLookupType as realm or host configures the lookup type.

 enableReloadDict is used to enable dictionary reload flag (Only for GR).

 geoSiteName, siteID and remoteSiteId are used to configure site information.

The following parameters have been added under geoLookupConfig in YAML file:

 siteId is the ID of the site for which lookup keys need to be generated.

 lookupKey can be realm or host. This should have same value as configured for geoHaSessionLookupType.

Refer to the CPS Installation Guide for OpenStack for more information.

Usability Improvements

Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) Browser Support
CPS provides support for Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) by upgrading to a new version of RAP (Remote Access 
Platform).
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The Policy Builder RAP version is upgraded to 2.3 and it is now supported on Microsoft IE browser version 9 and above.

CPS Central: Consolidated GUI
This release introduces a new “CPS Central” consolidated interface with the following features:

 Consolidated dashboard showing all CPS web-based interfaces.

 New Policy Builder interface.

 New Custom Reference Data (CRD) table editor with the ability filter, add, edit or delete CRD table data, and import 
or export all CRD tables.

 Enables multi-repository support in the API by loading multiple repositories and exposing the repository information 
over the API.

 Supports token-based authentication where the token API is modified such that every token generated is aligned 
with a repository.

 CPS Central supports different URLs for each Policy Builder screen that can assist when navigating to specific pages.

This interface is available at: 

HA deployments: https://<lbvip01>:7443/central

AIO deployments: http://<ip>:7070/central

For more information, see the CPS Central Administration Guide.

Provide Authentication and Authorization on the CPS CRD API
CPS Customer Reference Data API module is enhanced to add username and password authentication and authorization 
mechanism using HAProxy.

In HAProxy configuration, following changes are performed:

1. The “userlist” is defined containing group information along with user credentials.

2. Authentication is enforced using “http_auth” on defined userlist.

3. Authorization is enforced using “http_auth_group” on defined group in userlist.

Note: Configurations made to HAProxy is not persisted permanently.

For more information, see CPS Operations Guide.

Policy Builder API to Notify and Explain Publish Errors
CPS supports a new API to return publish errors.

The API client is notified if there are any errors due to the addition of new policies or changes in existing policies.

Indication When Editing on pcrfclient02
CPS users are notified when they are editing the configuration on pcrfclient02 as they may need to make the same 
changes on pcrfclient01 when it is available.
11
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PB Info API is enhanced to show PCRF client host name in API response to indicate that the changes are being made on 
which PCRF client. It returns a custom header only for pcrfclient02 in each API response indicating that the changes are 
being done on pcrfclient02. The /repository/info API will add pcrfclientHostAlias key in response for both pcrfclient01, 
pcrfclient02 and so on.

Support CPS GUIs and APIs via the Standard Port for HTTPS
CPS is enhanced to enable users to access all applications via common standard HTTPS port 443.

Defining Database IP Addresses/Hosts in the GUI
CPS is enhanced to enable users to enter either IP address or host name of the database.

For more information, see CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Copy All of the Child Use Case Options when Copying a Use Case Template
Copy of Use Case Template or Use Case Option will now support copy of their children Use Case Option configurations 
as well.

Updated Smart Licensing Tags
Tags for the following PIDs have been created to enable the proper product IDs to be identified, reported, and enforced: 
POLICY-VALUE, POLICY-ALL, POLICY-UPGRADE, POLICY-ADD. These tags are described in the Product ID Tags section 
of the Smart Licensing chapter in the CPS Operations Guide, Release 11.0.0.

Control Center GUI Supports Finding the Subscriber's Session Using IPv6 Prefix
Control Center is enhanced to include the following keys in the “Query Key” drop down list:

 IMSI

 MSISDN

 Framed IPv4 Address

 Framed IPv6 Address

For more information, see CPS CCI Guide for Full Privilege Administrators and CPS CCI Guide for View-Only 
Administrators.

Import and Export Contents of All CRD Tables to File from GUI
Control Center is enhanced to provide export all and import all links which enable users to perform the following 
operations:

 Export content of all CRD Tables into Microsoft Excel spreadsheets archived into zip file 

 Import content of CRD Tables in Control Center using an archived zip file

For more information, see CPS CCI Guide for Full Privilege Administrators and CPS CCI Guide for View-Only 
Administrators.
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Wi-Fi

Bulk Session Clear Based on RADIUS System Accounting On/Off Message
Whenever gateway like ISG or ASR9K and so on, failovers to a standby gateway, they send a RADIUS Accounting-Off/On 
message indicating PCEF is shutting down/available once again. During this event, CPS now supports clearing of 
sessions from a given PCEF when an Accounting Off or On message is received from that PCEF so that a clean sessions 
can be set following a PCEF restart.

The following are the feature highlights:

 Clear sessions from CPS for a given PCEF based on the reception of an RADIUS accounting on/off message from 
PCEF.

 PCEF is identified based on the NAS IP address and/or identifier in the RADIUS Accounting message. IPv4 addresses 
is supported.

 Sessions are cleared silently towards the PCEF, i.e. no disconnect/CoA message is sent to the PCEF.

 Bulk clear of sessions is performed in the background, i.e. no impact on ongoing processing.

 New session requests from the BNG are received immediately following the reception on the Accounting-On 
message.

Note: The gap between Accounting-Off message to Accounting-On is approximately around 15 minutes.

For more information, refer to CPS Wi-FI Configuration Guide.

RADIUS-Based Geo-HA Enhancement
CPS now supports RADIUS in an Active/Active Geo-HA environment, so that SP WIFI and fixed networks are supported 
in an active/active geo-HA model for load distribution and redundancy.

Security Enhancements
The following section lists enhancements introduced to support Cisco Product Security Requirements and the Product 
Security Baseline (PSB). For more information about Cisco Product Security Requirements, refer to:

http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/about/security-center/security-programs/secure-development-lifecycle/sdl-process.h
tml

Communicate Session State
CPS enables users to be aware of the current session state at all times in the following ways:

 Application conveys the current session state to the user.

 Users are aware if they are currently authenticated to the application, and who they are currently authenticated as.

 Users are aware of the currently granted user privileges such as anonymous, regular user, admin user and so on.

Security Enhancement to Prevent ClickJacking
CPS supports clickjacking prevention to ensure the web applications like Policy Builder and Control Center comply with 
Cisco Product Security Baseline (PSB) requirements to prevent coerced user actions. 
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New and Changed Information
Prevent Script Injection
CPS is enhanced in this release to prevent any unintended modifications of interpreted scripts in web applications as 
described below:

 Ensures the data is not used directly by any interpreter without sanitization

 Validates the input data through appropriate whitelist

 Escapes dangerous character sequences in input

 Prevents parsers from loading external resources

 Disables verbose error messages to prevent leaking sensitive information, such as reflecting file contents

Security Enhancement to Validate All Cookies
CPS supports validation of cookies to ensure the web applications like Policy Builder and Control Center comply with 
PSB requirement.

All conflicting cookies will be treated as invalid and if the validation of any such cookie fails, the cookie should be treated 
as nonexistent.

Security Enhancement to Disable Auto-complete for Sensitive Data
CPS supports disabling auto-complete for sensitive data to ensure the web applications like Policy Builder and Control 
Center comply with PSB requirement.

Security Enhancement to Prevent XSS Vulnerabilities
CPS supports XSS vulnerabilities prevention to ensure the web applications like Policy Builder and Control Center comply 
with PSB requirement.

Security Enhancement to Comply with Cisco PSB for CPS Central
The new CPS Central (consolidated GUI) complies with the Cisco Product Security Baseline (PSB) requirements which 
are applicable to other web applications like Policy Builder and Control Center.

Platform PSB: Encrypt Administration Traffic
Cisco recommends to enable SNMPv3 and RSYSLOG encryption but the customer should confirm whether SNMPv3 
reception is available for NMS receiving traps or not. Also it should be verified that the reception for encrypted rsyslog 
messages is available.

For syslog related logs, refer to /var/log/messages on active policy director (lb). 

For haproxy logs, refer to /var/log/haproxy.log on active policy director (lb). 

For SNMP logs, refer to /var/log/snmp/trap on active policy director (lb).

To support the encryption of the administration traffic following changes/new parameters have been added:

 For VMware:
14
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New and Changed Information
— New parameters:

— SNMPv3 will be enabled by default.

Note: For ISSU and upgrade scenario, it is required the parameters are provided in CSVs before triggering the 
upgrade.

For more information, refer to CPS Installation Guide for VMware.

 For OpenStack:

— The parameters are same as defined in Table 1 on page 15. These parameters can be configured under the 
“config:” section in YAML file which defines general global parameters used to deploy CPS. In case the 
parameters are not defined they are initialized to empty.

Sample YAML: 

config:
# enable SNMP V3.
# If null, SNMP V3 is disabled.
# To enabled add the following:
# v3User: The SNMP V3 user: REQUIRED
# engineId: hex value (ie, 0x0102030405060708): REQUIRED
# authProto: SHA or MD5: REQUIRED
# authPass: at least 8 characters: REQUIRED
# privProto: AES or DES: REQUIRED
# privPass: OPTIONAL
snmpv3:
v3User: "cisco_snmpv3" #---->Default value. You can change as per your deployment requirements
engineId: "0x0102030405060708"
authProto: "SHA"
authPass: "cisco_12345"
privProto: "AES"
privPass: ""rsyslogTls: "TRUE"
rsyslogCa: "/etc/ssl/certs/quantum.pem"
rsyslogCert: "/etc/ssl/cert/quantum.pem"
rsyslogKey: "/etc/ssl/cert/quantum.key"
haproxyStatsTls: "TRUE"

Note: It is required to provide the parameters in YAML file before triggering the upgrade.

For more information, refer to CPS Installation Guide for OpenStack.

Table 1 New Parameters

Parameter Description

 rsyslog_tls This field is used to enable or disable encryption for rsyslog.

Default: TRUE

 rsyslog_cert This field is used to define the path for trusted Certificate of server.

rsyslog_ca This field is used to define the Path of certifying authority (CA).

Default: /etc/ssl/cert/quantum.pem

 rsyslog_key This field is used to define the path of private key.

 haproxy_stats_tls This field is used to enable or disable the encryption for HAproxy statistics.

Default: TRUE
15
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New and Changed Information
Operations

MIB Additions or Changes
No changes are introduced in this release.

SNMP Alarm Additions or Changes
No new alarms are introduced in this release.

Alarm Message Text Change Notification
The message text for the Invalid License alarm has been changed for this and later releases:

CSCvb58621 - New Parameter Added in Configuration Sheet
A new parameter snmRouteLan has been added in Configuration excel sheet and YAML file. This parameter contains 
the value of a VLAN name which can be used to access the KPIs value provided by SNMP. 

VMware: The new parameter snmRouteLan can be added in Configuration.csv file. 

OpenStack: The new parameter snmRouteLan can be added in the “config” section in YAML file.

For more information, refer to the CPS Installation Guide for VMware and CPS Installation Guide for OpenStack. 

Statistics Additions or Changes
No changes are introduced in this release.

Documentation Improvement and Usability

In-product Online Help
CPS Policy Builder includes in-product online help in this release, which can be accessed by clicking on the help icon 
present in the top right of the UI.

This release of in-product online help includes task information for basic systems configuration, plug-in configuration, 
and a few mobile configuration tasks such as domain and interface configuration.

Alarm Clearing Procedures
Clearing procedures have been added for the following alarms in CPS SNMP, Alarms, and Clearing Procedures Guide.

 All DB Member of replica set Down

 No Primary DB Member Found 

 Arbiter Down 

 Config Server Down

Table 2 Invalid License - Alarm Message Text

Old Message Text New Message Text

“xxx license has not been verified yet” “core license is Invalid. No Core License found. Please install core 
license”
16
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Installation Notes
 DB resync is needed

 Average Gx Message processing Dropped

 Gx Message processing Dropped

 LDAP Request Dropped

 LDAP Requests as percentage of CCR-I Dropped

 Percentage of LDAP retry threshold Exceeded

 LDAP Query Result Dropped

Customer Warning that Blueprint Changes are Unsupported
A note has been added to the CPS Mobile Configuration Guide and CPS Wi-Fi Configuration Guide informing customers 
that they should not make any changes to the Blueprint section under Policies tab in Policy Builder GUI without Cisco 
representative guidance.

Installation Notes

Download ISO Image
Download the 11.0.0 software package (ISO image) from:

https://software.cisco.com/download/release.html?i=!y&mdfid=284883882&softwareid=284979976&release=11.0.0

Md5sum Details: 

14541519fc65c8c6e2163cdd1cc97c31 Base_11.0.0_20161101_020953_322.qcow2.tar.gz

e8ef0170720fd28965208a5951269014 Base_11.0.0_20161101_020953_322.vmdk.tar.gz

5639d74b3fac8f4781624930a0f4d5b8 CPS_11.0.0_20161101_020953_322.iso 

Component Versions
The following table lists the component versions for the CPS 11.0.0 Release: 

Table 3 Component Versions

Component Version

ANDSF 11.0.0.release

API router 11.0.0.release

Audit 11.0.0.release

Balance 11.0.0.release

CALEA 11.0.0.release

Cisco API 11.0.0.release

Cisco CPAR 11.0.0.release

Control Center 11.0.0.release

Congestion Reference Data 11.0.0.release
17
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Installation Notes
New Installations
 VMware Environment, page 18

 OpenStack Environment, page 18

VMware Environment
To perform a new installation of CPS 11.0.0 in a VMware environment, see CPS Installation Guide for VMware. 

OpenStack Environment
To perform a new installation of CPS 11.0.0 in an OpenStack environment, see CPS Installation Guide for OpenStack.

Upgrading an Existing CPS Installation
To upgrade an existing CPS installation, see CPS Upgrade Guide.

Note: In-service software upgrades to 11.0.0 are supported only from CPS 8.1 or higher. 

Note: In-service software upgrades to 11.0.0 are supported only for Mobile installations. Other CPS installation types 
(Wi-Fi, MOG) cannot be upgraded using ISSU.

Note: Currently, All-in-One (AIO) upgrades are not supported.

Core 11.0.0.release

CSB 11.0.0.release

Custom Reference Data 11.0.0.release

DRA 11.0.0.release

DHCP 11.0.0.release

Diameter2 11.0.0.release

Entitlement 11.0.0.release

Fault Management 11.0.0.release

ISG Prepaid 11.0.0.release

LDAP 11.0.0.release

Notification 11.0.0.release

Policy Intel 11.0.0.release

POP-3 Authentication 11.0.0.release

RADIUS 11.0.0.release

Recharge Wallet 11.0.0.release

SCE 11.0.0.release

Scheduled Events 11.0.0.release

SPR 11.0.0.release

Unified API 11.0.0.release

Web Services 11.0.0.release

Table 3 Component Versions

Component Version
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Installation Notes
Post Upgrade Steps

Re-apply Configuration Changes
After the upgrade is finished, compare your modified configuration files that you backed up earlier with the newly 
installed versions. Re-apply any modifications to the configuration files.

Verify Configuration Settings
After the upgrade is finished, verify the following configuration settings. 

Note: Use the default values listed below unless otherwise instructed by your Cisco Technical Representative.

Note: During the upgrade process these configuration files are not overwritten. Only during a new install will these 
settings be applied.

 /etc/broadhop/qns.conf 

-Dmongo.client.thread.maxWaitTime.balance=1200
-Dmongo.connections.per.host.balance=10
-Dmongo.threads.allowed.to.wait.for.connection.balance=10
-Dmongo.client.thread.maxWaitTime=1200 
-Dmongo.connections.per.host=5 
-Dmongo.threads.allowed.to.wait.for.connection=10 
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterIntervalMS=400
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterConnectTimeoutMS=600
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterSocketTimeoutMS=600
-DdbSocketTimeout.balance=1000
-DdbSocketTimeout=1000
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200
-DdbConnectTimeout=1200
-Dcontrolcenter.disableAndsf=true 
-DnodeHeartBeatInterval=9000 
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200
-Dstatistics.step.interval=1 
-DshardPingLoopLength=3 
-DshardPingCycle=200 
-DshardPingerTimeoutMs=75 
-Ddiameter.default.timeout.ms=2000 
-DmaxLockAttempts=3 
-DretryMs=3 
-DmessageSlaMs=1500 
-DmemcacheClientTimeout=200 
-Dlocking.disable=true 

Note: The following setting should be present only for GR (multi-cluster) CPS deployments:

-DclusterFailureDetectionMS=1000 

Note: In an HA or GR deployment with local chassis redundancy, the following setting should be set to true. By 
default, this is set to false.

-Dremote.locking.off 

 /etc/broadhop/diameter_endpoint/qns.conf

-Dzmq.send.hwm=1000
-Dzmq.recv.hwm=1000
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Installation Notes
Reconfigure Service Option
After upgrading from previous release to the current CPS release, Service option configured with Subscriber-Id becomes 
invalid and customer needs to reconfigure multiple Subscriber Id in SpendingLimitReport under Service Configurations.

Additional Notes
The following section contains some additional notes which are necessary for proper installation/working of CPS:

 Session Manager Configuration: After a new deployment, session managers are not automatically configured.

a. Edit the /etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg file to ensure all of the data paths are set to /var/data and not 
/data.

b. Then execute the following command from pcrfclient01 to configure all the replication sets:

/var/qps/bin/support/mongo/build_set.sh --all --create

 Default gateway in lb01/lb02: After the installation, the default gateway might not be set to the management LAN. If 
this is the case, change the default gateway to the management LAN gateway.

 CSCuz11476: Puppet fails to run and configure properly LB nodes other than lb01/lb02

If upgrading from a release prior to 10.0.0, the following changes are made to the folders and files on the Cluster 
Manager:

— The contents of /var/qps/current_config/image-map on the Cluster Manager is modified to consolidate 
the existing lb entries (lb01 and lb02) into a single lb entry (lb=iomanager).

— The existing /var/qps/current_config/etc/broadhop/iomanager01 and 
/var/qps/current_config/etc/broadhop/iomanager02 directories are consolidated into a single 
/var/qps/current_config/etc/broadhop/iomanager directory.

 CSCuy23530: Receiving error msg while creating subscriber from SPR API

Conditions/Scenario: If clusterPeers flag is configured in /etc/broadhop/iomanager01/qns.conf file OR 
/etc/broadhop/iomanager02/qns.conf file in previous installation of CPS and you are upgrading to 9.1.0.

Apply Configuration Change: 

If clusterPeers flag is configured move the flag with same value to /etc/broadhop/qns.conf file 

OR 

If clusterPeers flag is not configured, add clusterPeers entry to /etc/broadhop/qns.conf file. Also remove 
clusterPeers entry from /etc/broadhop/iomanager01/qns.conf file and /etc/broadhop/iomanager02/qns.conf 
file.

Impact if above change is not applied:

If clusterPeers flag is not moved to new location, cluster broadcast message will not happen.

Recommended: This change is highly recommended to be applied.

 By default, pending transaction feature is enabled. If you are not using it, Cisco recommends to disable pending 
transaction feature post deployment. 

To disable pending transaction, the following parameter can be configured in /etc/broadhop/qns.conf file: 

com.broadhop.diameter.gx.pending_txn.attempts=0

After adding the parameter in qns.conf file, restart all VMs.
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Limitations and Restrictions
 If TPS is high, user needs to disable “STA”. To disable STA, user needs to create custom policies. For more 
information, contact your Contact Technical Representative.

 CSCvb74725: Avoid manual steps in API based GR installation

Problem: The fresh install of API based GR installation does not execute set priority properly. 

Workaround: 

a. The fresh install of API does not execute set priority properly. You need to set the priority manually by executing 
the following command:

set_priority.sh --add all

b. You need to delete the default ring configuration present in cache_config database. After fresh install in case 
Active/Active Geo-HA feature is enabled, default ring configuration needs to be deleted manually. To 
remove/replace ring config, following two options are available:

— Delete directly from database. Remove from “cache_config”, if “shards” is empty. This may need restart of qns 
services.

OR

— Run OSGi command setSkRingSet <ringId> <setId> <servers> which will replace existing values.

c. Unused replica-set need to be removed manually.

There is no API support for removing replica-set. So you need to remove the replica-set manually by executing 
the following command:

build_set.sh --<databasename> --remove-replica-set <setname>

For example,

build_set.sh --spr --remove-replica-set --setname set04

d. If someone changes qns.conf parameters using API post system is deployed using PATCH method, then 
restartall.sh has to be executed manually so that configuration changes become effective.

e. You need to be set the priority manually for members after adding via addMember API by executing the following 
command:

set_priority.sh --add all

Limitations and Restrictions
This section covers the following topics:

 Limitations, page 21

 Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE), page 22

Limitations
 Solicited Application Reporting

The following are some restrictions on configuration for the new service options:
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Limitations and Restrictions
— The pre-configured ADC rule generated by CRD lookup has ADC-Rule-Install AVP definition with support for 
only three AVPs ADC-Rule-Name, TDF-Application-Identifier, Mute-Notification.

— For AVPs which are multi-valued, CRD tables are expected to have multiple records - each giving the same 
output.

— Comma(,) is not a valid character to be used in values for referenced CRD column in SdToggleConfiguration.

— AVP Table currently only supports OctetStringAvp value for AVP Data-type.

 During performance testing, it has been found that defining a large number of QoS Group of Rule Definitions for a 
single sessions results in degraded CPU performance. Testing with 50 QoS Group of Rule Definitions resulted in a 
2x increase in CPU consumption. The relationship appears to be a linear relationship to the number of defined QoS 
Group of Rule Definitions on a service.

 Hour Boundary Enhancement

Change in cell congestion level when look-ahead rule is already installed:

If a cell congestion value changes for current hour or any of the look-ahead hours, there will be no change in rule 
sent for the rules which are already installed.

No applicability to QoS Rules:

The look-ahead works for PCC rules only where we have rule activation/deactivation capabilities and can install 
upcoming changes in advance. However, if the RAN Congestion use case is changed to use the QoS-Info AVP 
instead of using PCC rules, we need to fall back to the current RAR on the hour boundary implementation for that 
use case since the standard do not let us install QoS-info changes ahead of time like we can with PCC rules. 

 The Cluster Manager's internal (private) network IP address must be assigned to the host name “installer” in the 
/etc/hosts file. If not, backup/restore scripts (env_import.sh, env_export.sh) will have access issues to OAM 
(pcrfclient01/pcrfclient02) VMs.

 The linux VM message.log files repeatedly report errors similar to:

vmsvc [warning] [guestinfo] RecordRoutingInfo: Unable to collect IPv4 routing table.

This is a known issue affecting ESXi 5.x. Currently, there is no workaround. The messages.log file entries are 
cosmetic and can be safely ignored. For more information, refer to 
http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2094561

 CSCva02957: Redis instances will continue to run, even after redis is disabled using the parameter 
-DenableQueueSystem=false in qns.conf (/etc/broadhop/) file and /etc/broadhop/redisTopology.ini 
file.

 CSCva16388: A split brain scenario (that is, VIPs are up on both nodes) can still occur when there is connectivity 
loss between lb01 and lb02 and not with other hosts.

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
The following is the list of publicly known Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) apply to this version of CPS:

 Pacemaker v1.1.10 Vulnerability (CVE-2013-0281):

Pacemaker contains a vulnerability that could allow an unauthenticated, remote attacker to cause a denial of service 
condition on a targeted system. The vulnerability exists because the network socket used by the affected software 
fails to close a remote connection after a certain period of inactivity. An unauthenticated, remote attacker could 
exploit this vulnerability by connecting to the Pacemaker socket. When connected, the socket may wait for an infinite 
amount of time to perceive the authentication credentials, which could allow the attacker to block all other 
connection attempts, causing a DoS condition for legitimate users.
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CDETS
 TCP Off-path Exploits vulnerabilities (CVE-2016-5696)

On August 10th, 2016, a new vulnerability on the TCP stack of Linux kernels was disclosed. This vulnerability may 
allow an attacker to perform a blind data injection on a TCP session, or reset an established session.

References:

— NVD entry for CVE-2016-5696

— RedHat advisory for CVE-2016-5696

CDETS
The following sections lists Open CDETS and Resolved CDETS for Cisco Policy Suite. For your convenience in locating 
CDETS in Cisco’s Bug Toolkit, the caveat titles listed in this section are drawn directly from the Bug Toolkit database. 
These caveat titles are not intended to be read as complete sentences because the title field length is limited. In the 
caveat titles, some truncation of wording or punctuation might be necessary to provide the most complete and concise 
description. 

Note: If you are a registered cisco.com user, view Bug Toolkit on cisco.com at the following website:

https://tools.cisco.com/bugsearch

To become a registered cisco.com user, go to the following website:

https://tools.cisco.com/RPF/register/register.do?exit_url=

Open CDETS
The following table lists the open CDETS in the CPS 11.0.0 release.

Table 4 Open CDETS

CDETS ID Headline

CSCus24935 "Data store is not available" error is observed during plain longevity - SessionCache

CSCuu70484 Grafana: Zooming Issue

CSCuy80720 GR_ST: Call model impacted while running sync_times.sh script

CSCva12324 CPS installation guide misses balance backup DB details

CSCva12736 gen-db-traps.sh script causing continuous stream of false SNMP alerts

CSCva63979 Performance over IPv6

CSCva74938 grafana - admin user doesn't timeout

CSCva77930 Flag files being stored under /var/tmp on CPS installation

CSCva78158 Disable Admin DB error logging.

CSCva92484 Evaluation of CPS for TCP Vulnerability, August 2016

CSCvb05086 ANDSF Issue when SSID starts with underscore

CSCvb14705 Excessive memory usage by Apache/Grafana on pcrfclient

CSCvb16282 API orch- Whisper failed to notice or communicate it to zookeeper

CSCvb37136 orchestration API goes to a infinite loop if payload has incorrect info

CSCvb42666 CPS sends blank Trigger AVP when no Trigger attributes are available

CSCvb48125 SVN not in sync between pcrfclient01 and pcrfclient02  after rollback
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CDETS
CSCvb54568 CPS 9 Missing some TAL Logs

CSCvb55354 replica set add does not do validation for duplicates

CSCvb56051 AF-Application-ID received at session level is not processed by CPS

CSCvb57584 CPS should not remove Sy counter missing in SNR

CSCvb63222 CPS doesnt re-evaluate Rx session on handover

CSCvb64996 TACACS user unable to login from console

CSCvb65312 CPS sending infinite SLR message on receiving SLA on mismatch number of counter

CSCvb65376 while terminating the MSRP, RX- STA is not sent in response to RX-STR.

CSCvb67326 Non-active LB power up causes errors/timeouts with 28KTPS.

CSCvb67718 Re-Establishing broken jdbc link between CPS and mysql server requires qns service restart

CSCvb68186 CPS is mirroring ARP in CCA-U even GW does not send any ARP in CCR-U (RAT Change) in 
4G to 2G HO

CSCvb68212 Pre-emption-Capability and Pre-emption-Vulnerability values are shown incorrectly in Gx RAR  
2G Call

CSCvb69540 CPS uses 'Missing AVP value' even when the attribute is received as empty/blank in Sh UDA.

CSCvb69630 congestionLevel AVP does not accurately reflect current congestion level

CSCvb70894 CPS:Too many "Too Busy Errors"

CSCvb71025 High message timeouts and dropped messages observed after qns vm power on.

CSCvb71372 CPS 10|P2|4G to 3G and 3G to 4G RAT change from PGW to PCRF giving incorrect values

CSCvb73089 CRD Snapshot Revert is not maintaining data type in database

CSCvb73406 Unnecessary Rx_ASR triggered on Gx_CCR-T after AAR based Rx recovery followed by STR

CSCvb74988 CPS:Traps related to SMSC primary/secondary not sent by CPS

CSCvb75460 Performance degradation is observed when single Sh feature is enabled on policy builder

CSCvb76755 On timer expiry for unknown subscriber session , wrong domain is selected

CSCvb76801 CPS is taking incorrect value when default Gx session timer value is assigned huge value

CSCvb77265 NPE in SCTP library while initializing SCTP client

CSCvb77380 SCTP connection to DRA fails to new process when old LB java process is killed

CSCvb77929 Sy, Sh, VzR initial request messages should not include a dest-host avp

CSCvb78027 Usage monitoring key 2 is not getting enabled

CSCvb78179 during failover RS member isn't moved to site2 if higher priority member is in recovery state

CSCvb78840 Continuously receiving BALANCED to REPAIR_REQUIRED message in consolidated-qns.log

CSCvb78893 Empty values in subscriber profile AVPs not working when single sh request is enabled

CSCvb79022 \"facter -p role\" does not work on Openstack deployment

CSCvb81015 Cluman restore on Liberty cause wrong ifcfg configurations

CSCvb81586 CPS send Incorrect Activation-Time and Deactivation-Time(Next Schedule for the rule ) for the 
rule

CSCvb82574 sh set_priority.sh --db session --asc --replSet is not working as expected

CSCvb82834 iomanager process is spawning threads repeatedly due to sms server issue.

CSCvb83479 Rollback:  failed : Starting qns process on pcrfclient01

CSCvb84063 mongo replica set creation failed because unable to delete pcs resource in cc

Table 4 Open CDETS

CDETS ID Headline
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CDETS
Resolved CDETS
The following table lists the resolved/verified CDETS in the CPS 11.0.0 release.

CSCvb84564 Mute_notification option in PredefinedConfigRule  needs to add "NO_MUTE_REQUIRED" in 
blank space

CSCvb85110 Glance Image-Create fails

CSCvb85334 set_priorities.sh script is erring out

Table 4 Open CDETS

CDETS ID Headline

Table 5 Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID Headline

CSCur68777 10-qns-default.conf has inappropriate Allow/Deny directives

CSCux20675 High message timeouts observed after qnsxx power on

CSCuy42478 Excessive or missing log messages due to wrong directives in logback.xml

CSCuy57688 Two CoA Sent to ASR9K when Accounting Start request is received

CSCuy67211 OCSQuotaRecharge causing timeouts and high CPU in longevity

CSCuy82102 Remove IPv6 from STR in case ANGW has only IPv4 address

CSCuz30033 /var/log/broadhop/scripts logs cleanup needed via rotation.

CSCuz44540 Errors received in restartall/startall script

CSCuz57737 Error is encountered during Gx session Termination for SIPURI formatting

CSCuz58698 Destination-Host AVP is missing in RAR retry messages

CSCuz68985 ISSUP CPS 9.0 vm reboot process hung during the upgrade

CSCuz87423 qns entries in haproxy.cfg is only 4 but configured qns is16

CSCuz89019 Differences in diagnostics.sh output between TACACS user and Root User.

CSCuz89642 CPS status API failure

CSCuz92566 CPS: Many Timeouts, 5012 and 5002 failures seen for Solution1 test case

CSCuz94132 Endpoint Starts as Local Host__Incorrect Session ID

CSCuz96890 Platform Config API processing of additional hosts in yaml

CSCuz98183 Number of Gx-RAR for uninstallation of rule is very less

CSCva01265 KPI Trap is in failed state after Upgrade from 9.9.9 to 10.0.0 sprint 6

CSCva05585 2SILO Upgrade: Set-1 LB should start taking diameter calls after upgrade

CSCva06034 CPS 10.0- monit start all - waits for too long

CSCva06854 GC (Allocation Failure) error is coming frequently due to high CPU at LB

CSCva07854 Default internal sharding and list scripts don't match

CSCva08955 Not able to establish association for SCTP only on AIO

CSCva09055 CPS is triggering Sh-SNR-Unsubscribe for Sd-CCR-T and Gx session exists.

CSCva10468 Multiple upgrade req's can be triggered from orchestration upgrade API.

CSCva10929 Soft Delete not getting triggered in Radius NDM

CSCva11090 ISSU from 8.1 to 10 hangs

CSCva11249 Rollback: Wrong log dir input to quiesce action leads to error trackback
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CSCva12698 Can't run scripts needing valid URLs in UnifiedApi.wsdl/UnifiedApi.xsd.

CSCva12853 CPS install the rule for which CC-Time already expired after RAT_CHANGE

CSCva12869 Next Eval Time is not set to CC-Time after RAT_CHANGE

CSCva13037 /api/system/status/cps API is resulting in HTTP 500

CSCva13201 Session Recovery is not happening after session is removed from database

CSCva13625 9.1 to 10.0 SILO Openstack ISSU - Unable to Open Grafana

CSCva14277 Rollback.py stalls and Time Sync failure during 10.0 to 9.1.0 rollback

CSCva15232 CPS 910 SVN run repository getting deleted

CSCva15648 9.1 to 10.0 SILO Openstack ISSU - qns04 Upgrade issue

CSCva15952 Trace Database under Cluster config in PB should have only one option

CSCva17296 Enable SL with new entitlement tags

CSCva17538 support of db recovery from FATAL state

CSCva18084 DeleteService API not working as expected

CSCva18606 top_qps.sh does not shows newly added qns using API

CSCva20632 gen-ldap-trap.log files are not getting purged periodically.

CSCva21530 Cluster Set file getting updated with Junk Logs

CSCva21565 High Response time - ZMQ to REDIS SILO ISSU

CSCva23728 Replication of usage data to Mysql server  is very slow

CSCva24137 Error found during upgrade of FCV candidate ISO.

CSCva25835 Features bundles are not coming up

CSCva25988 Tacacs functionality broken for AIO and arbiter

CSCva26149 wrong AVP code observing in logs

CSCva27169 Policy reporting replication is broken in CPS 9.1

CSCva27253 PB Service API resulting in 404 error

CSCva28627 Rollback: enable action restore original script in wrong directory

CSCva30491 Gx retry not happening as configured

CSCva31691 Provisioning of AF signaling flow information failed

CSCva31942 snmptrapd not sending traps if multiple trap receivers configured.

CSCva32121 Rx RAR sending multiple AVP for same event - error-code=5009

CSCva35431 High response time for diameter messages using Vzw Consumer Model CRDs

CSCva35476 CPS 10.0 - CLAB - trace_ids.sh Duplicate IMSI

CSCva35841 Clean the output of ISSU upgrade process in 10.0

CSCva42381 Grafana issue - incorrect bean names exported

CSCva43165 Account Balance Template optimization

CSCva45463 CoADisconnect Template should be optional and configurable in ASR9K PEP

CSCva46231 CPS: CPS must not send success CCA-U if charging-rule-report AVP missing

CSCva46827 Errors in output of diagnostics.sh

CSCva47411 Sh retry not working with LINEAR_INTERVAL Backoff Algorithm

CSCva48555 import_deploy.sh and deploy.sh fail

Table 5 Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID Headline
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CSCva48836 Sh retries on lb level are “eating” from qns level reties

CSCva49095 diagnostics.sh [FAIL]:  numd-site-2 spr node is not available

CSCva49160 Need patch of OpenSSH to address security vulnerability

CSCva50350 AddServiceRequest API request causing null pointer exception.

CSCva54463 Log Error in /api/system/config and /api/system/config/action/apply

CSCva54600 PCRF is arming extra Event trigger while removing Dynamic rule in RAR

CSCva56340 Users logged into Control Center are never logged out when idle

CSCva57082 redis-server is running and consuming resources even if it is disabled.

CSCva61011 Monitoring Key status is not being disabled after RAT-Change.

CSCva62242 Sy-SNR Null Session Id

CSCva62526 Fix Code To Lookup in Balance DB. Geo HA CPS. Shared Balance Plan

CSCva65231 Upgrade is failed in 11.0 Production setups

CSCva67936 CPS peer connection stats do not match their description

CSCva67971 ISSU Fails From 10.9.9 - 10.9.9 because of mongo

CSCva71592 Sh retry to Alternate peer

CSCva72224 http requests fail on AIO

CSCva73623 Upgrade failed in 11.0 AIO

CSCva74353 Grafana memory charts are not counting buffers and cache as free memory

CSCva74938 grafana - admin user doesn't timeout

CSCva74992 Orchestration API based Fresh install failing-due to default redis IPC

CSCva75688 CPS initiate Gx_RAR and Sy' STR simultaneously on bulkSessionTermination

CSCva75707 All session of same subscriber should get deleted at same time

CSCva75910 lb01 and lb02 VM's are went to hang state in 11.0 Vmware and Openstack

CSCva75940 Diagnostic Failed in 11.0 AIO

CSCva76085 Update release train version in cps_platform pom file

CSCva77930 Flag files being stored under /var/tmp on CPS installation

CSCva77983 Set priority script(set_priority.sh) got broken with latest master build

CSCva79724 Rollback fails when custom hostnames w/ standard hostnames in mongo conf

CSCva80124 password is getting logged in command.log

CSCva83191 DRA /etc/broadhop/redisTopology.in file should not be auto generate

CSCva83518 qns-java process getting restarted after every vm-init

CSCva84226 Rollback fails when additional hosts used in mongo config file

CSCva84382 CSCva84382 Session Recovery doesn't complete for STR triggered Recovery

CSCva84576 Osnova|P2|9.1|session_cache_ops.sh script not working for multi clusters

CSCva84940 running puppet-update-all.sh on cluman Wipes all data from cluman

CSCva85159 CRD Table Alignment Error

CSCva85887 mongo_upgrade.py script to upgrade mongod ver fails with CPS 11-sprint 1

CSCva86997 SanityCPS9.0 CSCux66599_Multiple_ADI_with_same_TDF_App_ID Test Case Fail

Table 5 Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID Headline
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CSCva88040 [Sanity]sometimes CPS not triggering outbound messages while using redis

CSCva88376 RxSession Recovery Policy Evaluation for Rx Charging Rules to be delayed

CSCva89414 Command status not moved to completed when no distributions are created

CSCva90020 CoA is not getting triggered in case of Service change

CSCva91506 [NetLoc] PCRF not sending Access Network Info to AF on bearer release

CSCva91749 Sh message (UDR) seen right after CCRT in case of Sh timeout testing

CSCva93715 CPS 11.X HA Upgrade failing via Orch API for latest master build

CSCva94230 BulkSessionTermination commands are not working for high no. of sessions

CSCva94712 Half upgrade QNSes

CSCva95003 FATAL ERROR in native method: processing of -javaagent failed

CSCva96114 11.0 Vmware and Openstack HA sanity is broken

CSCva96204 Wrong number of redis instances are created on lb

CSCva98886 Redis not preventing, cross site RAR switches

CSCva99264 CPS 11- about.sh print irrelevant information

CSCva99825 missing entries in /diameter_endpoint/qns.conf and/pcrf/qns.conf for DRA

CSCvb00312 SVN export using Import GUI failing with 401 error

CSCvb01666 Policy Builder reacts slowly to user interaction

CSCvb01926 ERROR c.b.c.executor.impl.CommandExecutor for BulkSessionTermination

CSCvb02386  In Service upgradation from 10.0 to 11.0 failing for GR Setup in CLAB

CSCvb05674 CPS need to keep Sy counters when receving non-2001 Sy-SLA

CSCvb09668 incorrect entries in /etc/broadhop/servers.all

CSCvb10095 Issue with Rule Installed exposure to CRD

CSCvb10389 CPS: carbon logs filling up space on pcrfclient01 and pcrfclient02

CSCvb11396 No commands are working after CANCEL cmd in BulksessionTermination

CSCvb14175 Getting MongoWaitQueueFullException during BulkSessionTermination

CSCvb14527 API orchestration post config fails due to mentioned config parameter

CSCvb15595 CPS don't initiate SLR-Initial on Sy interface after Sh Success Response

CSCvb15648 cmd with -c= ALL, getting timeout if run for more than 3 Mil. session

CSCvb16000 At cmd submit CPU utilization >95% for high no. of session termination

CSCvb17831 QNS error for DRA scrath installation

CSCvb17852 receiving error msg : No realm/host to site mapping matched for: null

CSCvb18576 Orchestration API fails to create sysuser

CSCvb19336 HTTP TRACE / TRACK Methods Allowed - Vulnerability on Cluman

CSCvb20173 RAR timeout triggers both VzW Session Sync RAR & pending transaction RAR

CSCvb20406 Unable to run snmpget on lb due to firewall restriction

CSCvb21336 CPS session not deleted after SNR unsubscribe

CSCvb22389 CPS is trying to upgrade mongo in A-A GR & printing error msgs

CSCvb22432 receiving “/var/log/broadhop/scripts/mongo_upgrade.log not found” msg

CSCvb23706 Cannot translate FQDN name

Table 5 Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID Headline
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CSCvb23737 CPS retrying SNR even after getting permanent error from HSS

CSCvb23894 Post sprint-4 upgrade IMS call-model is not working in GR with Redis IPC

CSCvb24626 service-qns log not populated properly

CSCvb25402 Apache Server ETag Header Information Disclosure

CSCvb25437 PB is inaccessible if PB GUI window is closed without saving changes.

CSCvb26074 VZW MPN CPS9.1.1 Openstack - Cluman RPM bash missing Shellshock fix

CSCvb27272 cps is not fetching all the parameter of /etc/broadhop/pcrf/qns.conf

CSCvb30066 CPS 11.0 - CLAB - One LB Node Failure results in Sh timeout error

CSCvb30246 SNR-Unsubscribe is missing from CPS after Last Gx Session.

CSCvb31280 OAM node monit summary when all PDs are down in that site

CSCvb32310 CPS not sending OC when charging action exclude rule is missing

CSCvb32894 Unnecessary Rx_ASR triggered after Gx_CCR-T

CSCvb35893 mon_db_for_callmodel.sh script isn't detecting set name properally

CSCvb36015 tailing mon_db_for_callmodel*.log file before failover impactingfailover

CSCvb36383 Exception for incorrect Value of 3GPP-UserLocationInfo

CSCvb38147 sessions are going in backup db even sessionmgr is up

CSCvb40486 Override Control AVP not re-provisioned during handoff

CSCvb40793 Removal of earlier Session sets causing diag failure after scale down

CSCvb42388 Cluman Recovered from Snapshot /api/system/config/status fails

CSCvb42830 API for associating exact VLAN names for VIP creation on CPS missing

CSCvb43453 Command script execution failed in AIO

CSCvb43569 build_shards.sh fails for more than 10 replica-sets

CSCvb43819 ISSU: monit: action failed -- There is no service by that name

CSCvb44487 Exception during PB publish Observed in 11.0 HA production setup

CSCvb45642 LB process coming up by puppet causing timeouts

CSCvb46861 Vendor-Specific-Application-Id & Auth-Session-State Sh-PNA

CSCvb48467 Pre-emption-Capability and Vulnerability not mirrored at rule level

CSCvb49495 qns dying with index not found with name [shardIdx] exception

CSCvb50193 ISSU: ActiveMQConnFactoryWrapper Exception

CSCvb50416 Load Balancer CPU Utilization ~ 100% - Diameter Protocol Robustness Test

CSCvb51908 Performance issues with redis. Lot of ldap timeouts

CSCvb52358 Embedded mongo backup tarball file gets corrupted  during backup

CSCvb52377 send the logs from svn , mongodump commands to log file instead of STDOUT

CSCvb52859 Replica-set Scale up issue for different order setnames

CSCvb55778 set_priority.sh fails when run during an API install

CSCvb57225 Need to set hz 100 for better redis performance

CSCvb57702 DRA: cps11-sprint6: build_shards.sh --create sometimes fails due to monit config issue

CSCvb60451 Same message sent Multiple times over Sy interface breaking call model.

Table 5 Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID Headline
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Related Documentation
Related Documentation 
This section contains information about the documentation available for Cisco Policy Suite.

Release-Specific Documents 
Refer to the following documents for better understanding of the Cisco Policy Suite.

 CPS ANDSF Configuration Guide

 CPS Backup and Restore Guide

 CPS CCI Guide for Full Privilege Administrators

 CPS CCI Guide for View Only Administrators

 CPS Central Administration Guide

 CPS Geographic Redundancy Guide

 CPS Installation Guide - OpenStack

 CPS Installation Guide - VMware

 CPS Mobile Configuration Guide

 CPS Operations Guide

 CPS Policy Reporting Guide

 CPS Release Notes

 CPS SNMP, Alarms, and Clearing Procedures Guide

 CPS Troubleshooting Guide

 CPS Unified API Reference Guide

 CPS Upgrade Guide

 CPS Wi-Fi Configuration Guide

The documents can be downloaded from the following links:

CSCvb61593 Exception is PB when trying to switch repo

CSCvb62524 geoHA feature is not getting enabled after fresh install by default

CSCvb63947 Error found in US12382: Integration Testing Unable to set clusterId

CSCvb64899 SLA-I returned with 7000 should not halt policy and set isConnected to false

CSCvb66387 [warn] epoll_create: Too many open files in system when memcached restarted on lb

CSCvb66392 Performance downgraded and  Very High response time

CSCvb66620 SLA-U Result Code Action Reinitiate on 5002 with Action over Gx  - Should not wait on STR (NO 
STR)

CSCvb66718 Duplicate data in PB/PB API and PB API to use basic auth over token

Table 5 Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID Headline
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 All Guides

http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-bng/products-installation-and-configurati
on-guides-list.html

 Mobile Configuration Guide: 
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-mobile/products-installation-and-configur
ation-guides-list.html 

 Wi-Fi Configuration Guide: 
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-wi-fi/products-installation-and-configurati
on-guides-list.html 

Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service Request
For information on obtaining documentation, using the Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST), submitting a service request, and 
gathering additional information, see What’s New in Cisco Product Documentation.
To receive new and revised Cisco technical content directly to your desktop, you can subscribe to the What’s New in 
Cisco Product Documentation RSS feed. The RSS feeds are a free service.
Cisco and the Cisco logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Cisco and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and other 
countries. To view a list of Cisco trademarks, go to this URL: www.cisco.com/go/trademarks. Third-party trademarks 
mentioned are the property of their respective owners. The use of the word partner does not imply a partnership 
relationship between Cisco and any other company. (1110R)

This document is to be used in conjunction with the documents listed in the Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a 
Service Request, page 31 section.

Any Internet Protocol (IP) addresses and phone numbers used in this document are not intended to be actual addresses 
and phone numbers. Any examples, command display output, network topology diagrams, and other figures included in 
the document are shown for illustrative purposes only. Any use of actual IP addresses or phone numbers in illustrative 
content is unintentional and coincidental.

© 2016 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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